Measurement of 15N csa/dipolar cross-correlation rates by means of Spin State Selective experiments.
We propose a method for the determination of (15)N csa/dipolar cross-correlation rates based on the measurement of the two apparent transverse (or longitudinal) relaxation rates associated with each component of the nitrogen doublet (N(alpha) and N(beta)). This is achieved by inserting a spin state selective scheme in conventional inverse Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (or inversion-recovery) pulse sequence which allows for the edition of a HSQC-type spectrum for each of the spin states. Transverse cross-correlation rates necessitate two independent sets of measurements (for N(alpha) and N(beta), respectively), whereas for longitudinal cross correlation rates, besides N(alpha) and N(beta) measurements, the method requires the knowledge of both the (15)N longitudinal auto-relaxation rate and the longitudinal two-spin order (2NzHz) auto-relaxation rate. These additional parameters are mandatory because of the non-exponential behavior of the N(alpha) and N(beta) longitudinal decays. Conversely, the present method does not require any complex manipulation of 2D spectra, the cross-correlation rates being obtained from the difference of the two (N(alpha) and N(beta)) apparent relaxation rates. This approach is applied to (15)N-labelled ubiquitin at two different magnetic fields (9.4 T and 14.1 T).